Communiqué de presse

Team on the Run Brings New Enterprise Solution to U.S.
Cellular Customers
Lyndhurst, NJ, February 1, 2017 (Newswire.com) - Team on the Run has collaborated with U.S. Cellular
to help enrich the carrier’s solution portfolio available to their growing enterprise customer base and to
continue capitalizing on their expanding network of 4GLTE capabilities. The addition of this new
technology to their solution offering will allow U.S. Cellular customers to manage their businesses from
mobile phones, tablets and desktop devices.
Team on the Run is a business process communications tool that enhances the operations for
businesses across industry verticals -- operational task-flow and communication is simplified, the
efficiency of today’s mobile workforce is maximized. Team on the Run was chosen for its ease of
deployment, multi-industry applications and for its secure and robust features; such as VOIP, Push-Totalk, Business Forms and GPS / Dispatch.
Pascal Beglin, CEO for Team on the Run, said:
”To be selected by USCC is a privilege – we are honored to work with a carrier that understands the
value proposition they must offer their customer – to go beyond simply offering voice and data. We
know our solution can make a huge difference in the competitiveness and data security of our End
Users.”
Scott Scheuber, Director of Product Management for U.S. Cellular, said:
“We look forward to our business and government customers using our new Team on the Run solution
and experiencing how it can simplify and enhance their operations.”
About Team on the Run:
Team on the Run is a NJ-based subsidiary of StreamWIDE, a telecommunications company delivering SIP
based software and services to over 70 Telco operators and 200 + million end users world-wide for over
15 years. Team on the Run is creating a lot of buzz in the mobile space for SMB, Enterprise, Non-Profit,
and Government organizations. The concept of Team on the Run, is to ensure affordable secure
messaging, team connectivity, and simplify mobile business workflow highlighting push-to-talk, asset
location services and critical alert systems.
https://blog.teamontherun.com;Twitter.com/Teamontherun;https://www.teamontherun.com;www.tea
monmission.com, www.streamwide.com.
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About U.S. Cellular:
U.S. Cellular is the fifth-largest full-service wireless carrier in the United States, providing national
network coverage and industry-leading innovations designed to elevate the customer experience. The
Chicago-based carrier offers coverage where the other carriers don't and a wide range of
communication services that enhance consumers' lives, increase the competitiveness of local businesses
and improve the efficiency of government operations. U.S. Cellular has the Highest Wireless Network
Quality Performance in the North Central Region, according to the J.D. Power 2016 U.S. Wireless
Network Quality Performance Study, and 99 percent of customers have access to 4G LTE speeds. To
learn more about U.S. Cellular, visit one of its retail stores or uscellular.com.
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